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The drivers for automotive technology development are well documented, and the
march towards efficiency has begun.  How will consumers accept these new
technologies, especially if it alters their driving experience?  What kinds of data
exist that could be leveraged in understanding how consumers are reacting to
new transmission designs?  There are studies out there that claim consumers
create more content today in a day than the entire population of the planet could
possibly consume in a month.  This is the world of big data.  In this presentation,
a global transmission technology outlook will be presented through 2025.  We
then will try and mine some of the big data to see what sort of perceptions exists
around transmission technology.

a. The automotive industry continues to develop new powertrain technologies
aimed at reducing overall vehicle level fuel consumption.  This presentation will
focus on emerging trends in both engine development as well as transmission
development.  The influence of emerging trends in engine technology on future
transmissions will be discussed.  Similarly, the influence of future transmission
trends on ongoing engine development will be outlined.  Examples of advanced
engine and transmission concepts will be presented.

The  Ricardo future DCT gear cluster achieves 8, 10 or  12 gears  while still
allowing power shifts for at all steps from first to top gear..
The cluster concept, packages within the pre-requisite 375mm for a front wheel
drive transmission package zone.
The hydraulic system for control of the wet clutches allows lubrication, clutch
cooling oil flow and the actuation pressure to be generated from a single electric
motor  while maintaining a dry clutch DCT hydraulic  loss signature.
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Recently, there has been an explosion of new transmission and engine
developments for new vehicle applications.  Each new application requires a
significant amount of calibration work.  In addition, the higher number of
transmission gear ratios results in a significant increase in the amount of
calibration effort.  The only way to manage this ever increasing complexity is to
apply methodical approaches to the calibration process and employ test
automation and eliminate repeated loops of calibration effort.  By combining
math-based tools and automation methodologies, we are able to achieve
drivability and shift quality targets for all driving and environmental conditions
much faster than the traditional calibration methods.

When an electrical machine is attached before, within, or after a transmission, it
provides many challenges and opportunities in transmission control and
calibration. In many cases, it requires a radical re-thinking of the control strategy
to ensure that driver comfort is not negatively impacted, transmission quality,
reliability, and durability are maintained or improved, and maximum fuel
consumption improvement is obtained. This presentation will briefly introduce a
few different Hybrid transmission architectures and discuss the controls and
calibration impact during Start/Stop, Shifting, and Regenerative Braking.

Numerical trajectory optimization based on detailed powertrain models facilitates
the evaluation of powertrain feasibility in terms of being able to meet system level
targets, assessment of cost-benefit trade-offs, determination of subsystem level
requirements and provides insights into the control strategy and calibration [1].
Predictive powertrain models used in preliminary design phases can be highly
complex and require significant time and effort spent on their simplification before
they can be used for trajectory optimization.   Recently [2], we have proposed an
Iterative Model and Trajectory Re¿nement (IMTR) strategy with intertwined steps
of identi¿cation to ¿t the low-¿delity model to the high-¿delity model trajectory
and rapid trajectory optimization of the low-¿delity identi¿ed model.  The results
obtained from a case study where we apply IMTR to clutch trajectory optimization
in a powertrain with a Dual Clutch Transmission (DCT) and a turbocharged
engine to satisfy stringent launch performance metrics are presented.
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Start-stop systems have been identified as one of the technologies with
significant growth as auto makers are continuing to improve fuel economy.
Today, there are various types of concepts in production and under development.
 This presentation will review performance differences of a few systems in
production.  Highlighting the pleasibility of automatic starts and stops.  The focus
will be on and around the impact on the automatic transmission.  Culminating in a
summary of areas of focus for OE¿s and suppliers.

The integration of automatic transmissions with engine stop-start systems
presents the challenge of coordinating the launch readiness of both the engine
and the transmission.  Transmission manufactures and OEMs utilize a variety of
strategies ranging from supplemental electric pumps and accumulators to no
supplemental oil sources in addressing this challenge.  This paper focuses on
modeling the transmission control module and control system and evaluating the
impact of various design options on the transmission restart readiness.  For
purposes of the evaluation these selections are examined utilizing a DCT.

The presentation will show the experience Volkswagen (and other companies)
made with Dual Clutch Gearboxes in the US and how it impacts future
engineering and design decisions in the Volkswagen Group.

This talk will cover the basic kinematics and structure of Continously and Infinitely
Variable Planetary devices, which Dana is introducing to the transmission market.
The CVP/IVP has a unique mechanical configuration that will be shown to
facilitate packaging in FWD, RWD, and AWD applications. Power path options
available with the CVP/IVP and their characteristics will also be presented.
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Mercedes-Benz will be launching the new front wheel drive vehicle generation in
the USA in 2013.
Modified packaging, torque, and CO2 requirements for the vehicle were key
factors behind the development of the 7-speed dual clutch transmission, or 7G-
DCT.  
This article describes the new generation of automatic transmissions for front
transverse installations at Mercedes-Benz and focuses on the following aspects
in particular:
¿ Significantly reduced consumption 
¿ Wide gear ratio spread with smooth gear operation
¿ Compact design and low overall weight
¿ Precise gear shifts and pronounced ease of shifting
¿ High-performance transmission for applications in the AMG vehicle segment
¿ Innovative pump concept
¿ Start/stop capability
¿ Modular construction 
¿ Integration in torque-on-demand all-wheel-drive powertrain

In order to grasp details of transmission efficiency of a metal pushing V-belt CVT,
a simulation technology that enables to capture the friction force and sliding
velocity generated on element V-surface has been developed. The transmission
efficiency results on some operating conditions have correlated with the actual
measurement, the proportion of the friction loss between element and pulley was
greater.
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Low-cost Mechanical Hybrid

Characteristics of a High Torque Dual Clutch Transmission
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With the expected growth of vehicle ownership in emerging markets,
environmentally friendly solutions are of global importance. The mechanical
hybrid (MecHybrid5) proposed in this paper uses neither power-electronics nor
additional batteries for energy storage, and as such keeps the on-cost of the
hybrid system at a minimum. Nevertheless, the mechanical solution poses
challenges on the Energy Management, hydraulic design and control strategies
and calls for fundamentally new approaches in comparison with existing hybrid
control strategies.

With the expected growth of vehicle ownership in emerging markets,
environmentally friendly solutions are of global importance. The mechanical
hybrid (MecHybrid5) proposed in this paper uses neither power-electronics nor
additional batteries for energy storage, and as such keeps the on-cost of the
hybrid system at a minimum. Nevertheless, the mechanical solution poses
challenges on the Energy Management, hydraulic design and control strategies
and calls for fundamentally new approaches in comparison with existing hybrid
control strategies.

The paper discusses the technological solution, the hydraulical and the
mechanical design, the energy management and control strategies. Finally, fuel
consumption simulations are discussed. 

1 Corresponding author: gert-jan.vogelaar@punchpowertrain.com, Punch
Powertrain, Sint-Truiden, Belgium. 
2 Punch Powertrain, Sint-Truiden, Belgium
3 Drivetrain Innovations, Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
4 Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
5 The MecHybrid technology is developed by a consortium led by Drivetrain
Innovations (concept owner, module design) in collaboration with Punch
Powertrain (CVT and hydraulics design), Bosch Transmission Technology
(advanced hydraulics), SKF (bearings, seals, lubrication), CCM (rotor dynamics)
and TU/e (Energy Management and control).The project is subsidized by the
`Pieken in de Delta¿ programme, which is funded by the Dutch Ministry of
Economic Affairs, Provence Noord-Brabant and SRE.

As the industry continues to develop new concepts and refinements for
automated drivetrains, global demand for manual transmissions continues to
grow. For these markets improvements in torque capacity, NVH, fuel efficiency
and mass reduction are continually pursued to meet the needs of the customer.

TREMEC has developed a new family of DCT transmissions of which the 900Nm
is the lead product. The product respects the installation constraints typical for
RWD applications. It is a 7-speed transmission with ratios selected so that the
vehicle performance and fuel efficiency targets are properly satisfied.  

This presentation will provide an overview of the demonstrator project, including:
project scope, target applications, product specifications, primary technologies,
and performance. 
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As the industry continues to adopt ISO 26262 into their development processes,
transmission experts in particular are challenged with meeting the demands for
increased efficiency while ensuring that functional safety is met.  Transmission
developers and safety engineers need to take existing best practices and
experience and apply them to new designs in order to satisfy safety goals in
today¿s aggressive product development cycles.

The general mechanical design and function of synchronized manual
transmission has remained remarkably constant over the years with incremental
improvements of the major components, gears, bearings, seals, synchronisers
and of course fluids improving the performance of the overall product.

The improvements are generally driven by market place demands aimed at
durability and shift quality, but more recently fuel economy and efficiency have
been the focus of attention.  The desire to achieve maximum fuel economy along
with the expected durability and shift quality has driven the development of
dedicated Manual Transmission fluids.

This presentation is a study of the relative performance in a Mahindra and
Mahindra manual transmission of different formulation architectures with various
base oils which were evaluated for shift force, fuel efficiency, operating
temperatures and durability
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Transmission fluids can contribute to significant transmission fuel economy
improvements through optimization of fluid viscosity and by minimizing torque
losses in bearings and gears.  Improving the efficiency of transmissions through
manipulation of fluid viscometrics has been demonstrated by a number of
transmission builders.  While lowering fluid viscosity will yield efficiency gains,
eventually the function and durability of the transmission will be negatively
impacted.  By mapping the response of a transmission to both viscosity and
additive changes, the authors demonstrate that significant efficiency
improvements can be gained with minimal changes to the fluid viscosity.   The
improvements in vehicle fuel efficiency was first demonstrated in chassis
dynamometer testing using the US FTP75 test cycle and then confirmed by over-
the-road testing.

Fuel economy requirements for passenger cars are driving many new
technologies into the market place. Transmission lubricants will continue to
contribute to fuel economy gains both directly and in collaboration with new
transmission technologies. Fuel economy gains in the 1% or less range are very
valuable but difficult to measure reliably. Afton have developed new transmission
and vehicle level test capabilities that can measure fuel economy gains reliably
well below 1% with very good correlation to CAFE test protocol.

Although automated transmissions have improved in efficiency during the last
decade, opportunities to reduce fuel consumption still exist through further
optimization of the pumping system.  High efficiency fixed displacement vane
pumps offer significant benefits compared to gear style pumps, when correctly
applied.  Switchable or variable displacement pumps provide for further
improvements for future transmissions applications when utilized with an effective
control system.  Customer demands for improved refinement, increased market
penetration of stop start and hybrid systems result in a wider trend towards the
application of electric auxiliary pumps that can also be integrated as part of a fully
optimized system.
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A key aspect in the design of wet clutch plates is the groove pattern.  The groove
pattern impacts the friction characteristics, the clutch durability, and the open
clutch drag.  Modern transmissions have clutches that have multiple duties.  A
given clutch may have to provide smooth shift feel at light throttle, handle high
energy downshifts, and have low drag at high relative rotational speeds.
Balancing all of these requirements necessitates a continual advancement in
groove design and manufacturing.

Selectable Clutches are a relatively new entrant in to the automotive powertrain
world.  Derived from the Means Mechanical Diode (MD), the selectable clutch
provides additional benefit and functionality beyond the basic MD one way clutch.

The modern future transmissions dictate stringent requirements of higher
efficiency and optimum power density. These needs can be addressed to a
beneficial extent using low friction and weight optimized bearing solutions. The
fuel economy can be further enhanced by application of these bearings in most
optimal arrangements in transmissions. The material technology developments
significantly help towards mass reduction and performance improvement through
power density optimization.

On basis of some discrete examples, new bearing concepts and arrangements in
modern transmissions are described. Application of these bearings in automotive
transmissions have yielded significant improvements in spin loss up to ~70%
benefit and fuel economy in a vehicle up to ~1.5%. In addition, the customers
have realized additional benefits of better NVH behavior, lower operating
temperatures and improved durability. Easier assembly procedures and simplified
mating parts design are additional benefits which have helped to reduce the
overall costs of transmissions as well.

In DCT transmission applications, certain maneuvers create extremely
demanding requirements on the whole clutch system. Clutch torque or speed
control has to be very precise. At the same time, the thermal load on the clutch
can be very high.
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Many of the components which comprise current AWD systems ¿go along for the
ride¿ in normal driving ¿ that is, they are accelerated to and from high rotational
velocities, as well as maintained at those velocities, throughout the vehicle drive
cycle.  These components represent a considerable amount of rotational inertia
and drag that must be overcome by the vehicle¿s power source.  AAM¿s
EcoTrac¿ system is a new approach to minimizing the effect of this inertia and
drag by disconnecting many of the rotating components from the driveline when
they are not needed.

Driveline suppliers and OEM¿s must find ways to contribute to the Greenhouse
Gas & CO2 reduction requirements worldwide, while maintaining the durability,
reliability, and performance requirements customers expect. The first step is
accurate measurement of losses and efficiency for driveline components and
systems. Additionally the industry is working to develop and introduce new and
innovative technologies that will provide customers with great driveline
performance while saving fuel. Viewpoints and visions are shared from both the
OEM and Supplier Partner perspectives, with opportunity for questions and
comments.

Constant velocity joints are widely used in today¿s automotive drivelines in
halfshafts, propshafts and other components. This presentation discusses why
and where CVJs are used and their advantages over other types of joints. It will
also discuss how a CVJ works and recent technology advances from GKN that
result in CVJs with lower mass and higher efficiency to help reduce environmental
impacts from automobiles.


